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When I was in junior high school, I remember having heard an impressive expression like 

the fortification of the entire territory during the anti-Communist class. There was an 

expression like making the entire people become soldiers. The expression like the 

fortification of the entire territory gave me a strong impression. Although the case of the 

South Korea may be worse than the North Korea, the fortification of the entire territory of 

the South Korea is the same. Only a few photographers paid attention to this. Most of 

photographers were accustomed to praise for a landscape and uninterested in this. As 

described by Che Onejoon, it is all the more true to be taken away to somewhere else and 

be tortured if one takes a photo of a military facility. Even in a period when such a 

regulation has been greatly eased, photographers who had the interest in the fortification of 

the entire territory are not that many. Even if there is such an interest, the main trend seems 

to be a documentary in a kind of magnum to make something look dramatic or a 

sentimental or so-called human documentary. Regardless of an inherent mechanical nature 

of a medium like a photo and the related cold nature, the reason seems to be a deep-

rooted ‘art-complex’ always followed in a photo culture.  

  The type of Che Onejoon's approach to a military facility is to keep a distance to an object 

in comparison to this. Since the interest in a division of territory and a unification is in 

between the South Korea's egoism and a national sentimentalism, an attempt to discover a 

trace of a division of territory in an objective view makes a cultural and political space which 

is necessary and meaningful in itself in the sense that such an attempt warns various 

ideologies or collective sentiment and helps us look back on ourselves in a quiet manner. In 

this regard, such a view or attitude can be a frank one prior to the fact it is a valuable one. 

The reason is that the generation, which Che Onejoon belongs to, does not have any 

obsession on the Korean War, division of territory, or right and left opposition nor such a 

topic itself is a hot issue any more as in the past under the present post-cold war era. The 

interesting result is that like a deserted building or matter shot by Che Onejoon, the topic 

like a division of territory and a cold war has a literary equivalence between a fact like a 

deserted one. As we look at a deserted building, we see a deserted memory. To remind a 



deserted memory and to restore a deserted memory is always a prerogative and charm of a 

photo.  

  The recent work of Che Onejoon presented here adds a confirmation of a phase of a 

deserted memory relating to the cold war and meets a situation still hard to adapt. This is 

the reason why the photo of a construction field at Eunpyung New Town is especially 

interesting. A bunker laid awkwardly at a corner of a field in the middle of the construction 

at Eunpyung New Town is not a symbol of a military danger nor an object or sign to 

specifically indicate something any longer. Rather, it is something which causes a question 

like 'what is this?' accidentally broken into a place for a certain reason. By the way, such a 

question is not the one necessary to be thought further or answered. It is another repetition 

of a silence replacing a silence. Like words such as ‘what?’, ‘what is it?’, or ‘No. 8?’ it is a 

material and primary language. In other words, such bunkers have become old and deserted 

ones which are lost in memories. In addition, they have become something awkward, which 

is dislocated and deviated from our contemporary world. Of course, our contemporary world 

means an era after Eunpyung District, which Kim Sinjo (North Korean spy) infiltrated into, 

got a new name like Eunpyung New Town. Although a remorse or depression of time can 

occur when a memory comes back, such an empathy does not exist in such a dislocated 

place. Instead, our sense is similar to a matter and a sentiment can be ‘paused’. As an artist 

well described, the artists’ place represent not the patient archaeologists with an excitement 

of a new discovery in a cultural history but, soldiers and workers working with a 

troublesome and hard objects as well as a physical force exist in a construction field.   

  Such a nature of a matter or an almost pure nature of a matter is disclosed without 

reserving especially in a mass of concrete stuck in a protective line. A mathematical 

repetition of this same matter which a minimalist may have liked is seen as a matter which 

is most thoroughly uninterested in a war or a cold war which drove the entire territory and 

national to a melting pot of a violence and fear. It is true if there is our expectation on a 

matter, fun or inner aspect on a matter, though a mass of concrete, not a man, cannot have 

any interest. Namely, such a mass of concrete does not prove a cold war. If a word like 

'prove' reminds of a victory which is something undeniable as a truth stands out, such a 

mass betrays an expectation of such a proof and expresses an absence of the proof. Not 

surprisingly, the protective line or protective wall is a proof of a cold war. However, there 

exists a more powerful force to recover a proof, truth, and victory.  

  Such a powerful force can be an economy outside of a photo, post-cold war, indifference, 

and oblivion. However, it is certain that there is more than the combination of all such 

things. For instance, it may be like this. In case when Ilsan New City was formed in 1990s, 

there was a rumor that the new city's apartments played a role of a sort of a potential 



protective line to prepare for an attack of the North Korea. They said that if a war broke out, 

they would demolish apartments and stop an invasion of tank or army.  People seem to be 

astonished at a fact that a military imaginative power can far exceed an ordinary thinking 

power. In fact, if we think this can be a probable scenario, this cannot affect a value of 

investment for the new city's apartments at all. Look at a landscape of Uijeongbu in a photo 

where a protective line and an apartment harmoniously form a front and rear view. How 

odd is it? An economy, post-cold war, indifference, and oblivion are is not strange in itself. 

The strange thing is that people unfolded such works once and then moved on to work on 

other thing as if nothing had happened. This is such a peculiar sense of time or ethics. Since 

the previously mentioned dislocated topography is directly exposed, it not only has a mere 

economy or oblivion but also a confiscation of a certain perfect human value. In case a 

bunker is needed, a bunker is built. If an apartment is necessary, then a bunker is 

demolished and an apartment is built. If an apartment is old, re-construction is made. If a 

war occurs again, an apartment is demolished and a protective line is built, just as the God 

forgave everything each time. It may not be a proof for such a dislocated landscape, but 

stipulates without a passion.  

   They say that the recently developed war technology is developing in a type of killing 

people only without destructing a construction environment or stopping a machine without 

directly killing people. We live in the present with an image of a certain future. The future 

image can be mostly divided into a landscape of utopia or great disaster rather than a 

probable look, which can be inferred realistically. It is a magic of a future and an illusion of 

people charmed by a future magic. However, it is not totally illusional. Che Onejoon's photo 

reminds me of a future which will have become no man's land due to a highly developed 

war technology. A lyrical nature such as a stressed forest, oddly distorted trees, bine 

growing along the protective wall, and field with training center, etc. in photos taking a 

secret agit or bunker reminds me of such kind of dystopia or a land in Andrey Tarkovsky's 

‘Stalker'. A bicycle path between a protective line is empty. In an apartment seen in a rear 

side does not seem to have a man living. This is an image of a kind of a future perfect 

tense. The future perfect is an irony in itself. How can it be a perfect tense even in a future? 

Then, let's think. Our tangled situation without getting away from the cold war as well as 

the situation itself to seriously express a mankind's ‘sustainable development’ describes a 

more gigantic and fearful tangle in terms of time since there can be no development if it is 

not sustainable. How has a scientific utopia arrogantly described by Francis Bacon been 

transformed and become a reality in the Korean peninsula? Although dystopia is merely an 

imagination of a future, as in a photo of Che Onejoon, it may be something 'perfect' to a 

certain degree.  


